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FreeTW will soon be sold via eBay
--------Who would getting it immediately, having some good idea to facilitate the
distribution of FreeTW or would join the future developments with a donation
may reach me by mail “info@freetw.net”
--------The FreeTW application hasn't any kind of protection, you can copy it at will
and give it to your friend. It is however nice if you take it on eBay, send me
some money using PayPal, and then tell your friends to buy it on eBay too.
The aim of this project is “to limit the market of the TV monopoly as much as
it is possible“ (see page 3) then my will is easing the distribution asking only
for a little donation, just to sponsor the future developments.
If you'll donate a little with PayPal you will be contributing to the Media
monopoly demolition.
Moreover I could continue to develop it, FreeTW will work better and better,
I will send you free of charge the next versions of the application supporting
you with hints and solving installation and run time problems.
--------By now the source code is not yet public because it has to be stabilized a
little more but, in the future, perhaps in some years from now, FreeTW will
become open-source that way other developers could go on.

Livio, li 23.AUG.2008
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http://www.antoniodipietro.com/en/2008/08/let_the_web_be_free_of
_mediase_1.html
Let the Web be free of Mediaset and Veltroni
Yesterday, Mediaset shares lost another 4.31%. Since the beginning of the year they have dropped by
a total of 32.53%. The company’s operating results are going downhill: 644.3 million Euro during the
first half of 2008, down from 699.9 million in 2007. Mediaset makes its livelihood from advertising.
Thanks to the Italian Government’s concession to broadcast on no less than three channels,
Berlusconi is able to share the television advertising cake with RAI, through Publitalia, in what is
essentially a monopoly. Everyone wishing to advertise on television must go via Publitalia. Craxi’s
government concession, renewed by subsequent centre-left governments, has made Berlusconi a
wealthy man. This is the great entrepreneur’s only secret to success. But is Mediaset’s advertising
empire busy tottering? It has become necessary to divert the attention away from the account books
and to find a suitable scapegoat, and who better than the Web? The 500 million Euro claim against
Google for having permitted the viewing of clips drawn from Mediaset, on YouTube, is nothing more
than a desperate measure adopted by someone who feels that he is about to be overwhelmed by
change.

Within the next few years, perhaps the next three to five years, online advertising expenditure will
overtake that spent on the print media and on television. In many countries, the time spent viewing
the content of the Web now exceeds the amount of time that people spend in front of the television.
The Internet is free and should remain so. I do not agree, neither with the intimidation tactics used by
Mediaset, which, we mustn’t forget, is backed by Berlusconi and, therefore, by the Italian
Government (which would be somewhat like CNN being able to count on Bush’s support in a court
case because he owned the broadcaster), nor that there is any need, as claimed by Veltroni, to set
some new rules (what rules?) or new laws for a new system of sharing (what kind?). All I want to say
to anyone who surfs on the net: don’t post any clips drawn from Mediaset and, if you have done so
already, then delete the postings. Mediaset should stay where it is; theInternet is no place for it.

Posted by Antonio Di Pietro in Information
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